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Peruselab: Improving onscreen chemistry - A comprehensive chemical informatics system
Statement of the Problem: There’s a deluge of chemical software available off the shelf or online. Majority of them perform 
well in addressing the targeted functionality the developers of the respective software intended to solve. Some are good in 
letting you draw structures of molecules and chemical reactions. Some let you plan and/or search for chemical reactions 
while some let you conduct a patent search. The list goes on. The lack of comprehensiveness is a consistent gap between all 
those products. Our ambitious goal is to develop a software to help you – draw publication quality molecular structures, draw 
chemical reactions & mechanisms, reuse drawings of molecules and reactions that are already drawn, and create illustrations 
for presentation and publication. The application’s core focus is also to help you search for chemical information by all types 
of names, molecular formula, keyword, generic terms, properties (chemical, physical, spectral, effects, etc.), and any digitized 
information. Searching by structures includes – identical, substructure, super-structure, and similar structure. The third goal is 
to help you conduct online analytics to – identify hidden relations between molecular structures and their properties, identify 
structural fragments or complete structure, to aid structure elucidation. Our last goal is to let chemists, students, and teachers of 
chemistry, laboratories, and scientists exchange rich information on chemicals and share knowledge. The software is currently 
in development and an initial version of it will be available by the first week of July. It’s an always available rich web application 
and will run on any device that can run a modern internet browser.
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